The lake, bordered with ornamentals, provides a serene natural setting.

chances are you'll tear something up," Neal adds.

"The most important thing when buying equipment is the service. No matter how good the machinery is, if you can't get good service locally, there is no advantage."

Contents in Jefferson Memorial's equipment inventory are two International and one Ford backhoe, two dual-wheel Jacobsen tractor mowers, two dual-wheel Toro tractor mowers, one Kubota tractor with a 60-in. rotary, two Yazoos, one KutKwik, and the gangs. In addition, Neal has a soil shredder, a sod cutter, the hydraulic mulcher, a number of trucks, flexible line trimmers and a Trim Quick, which is similar to flexible line trimmers but uses leather thongs instead of filament line.

Controlling costs is the key to modern cemetery management. Neal is trying a number of ways to control costs, such as using a Burrows L5000 minicomputer to keep track of all aspects of maintenance and sales. Neal plans to get a larger computer in the next four years to further his recordkeeping ability. The computer work and cost control are managed by Neal's son, John II, who is completing his CPA exams this month.

Another measure to control costs is the construction of a vault making plant on the grounds. All graves must contain concrete vaults, and when 1,200 interments take place per year, costs can be cut significantly.

Neal is past president of the National Association of Cemeteries (NAC) and the state cemetery association. "NAC was created when memorial parks started breaking away from traditional cemeteries in the twenties. Then, NAC members were interested in sales more than maintenance. Now, we are finding our maintenance problems to be of equal concern. The traditionalist cemetery owners, who are represented mainly by the American Cemetery Association, have always concentrated on maintenance. Now, they are realizing pre-need selling is necessary to remain competitive."

"So the associations are growing closer together. This year the first joint meeting of the NAC and the ACA was held in Chicago. There is considerable discussion and hope that the two associations will merge sometime in the future."

"The cemetery industry is not too well understood and is often overlooked by manufacturers. There are at least 10,000 actively managed cemeteries in the United States. So, we are a significant group," Neal states.

The need for proper grounds care is combined with the need for controlling costs in today's cemeteries. Jefferson Memorial stands as a model for others to copy in the effort to balance the two. WTT
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WHEN THERE'S NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BEST!

Model # PC 1200 fiberglass tank equipped with fiberglass pump cover. Model # D 200 gallon mixing tank shown mounted on a custom truck body by Strong Enterprises.

Bottom view of the Model # PC 1200 tank showing to best advantage the integral molded mounting base and steel hold-down lugs designed for ease in mounting on your truck and eliminating costly installation.

The Tuflex Manufacturing process allows a five year warranty on all tanks.

Tuflex is the only manufacturer to specialize in seamless fiberglass spray tanks specifically for the pest control and lawn care industry. Remember when craftsmanship was an art...at Tuflex it still is!

For economy prices and more information on our complete line of tanks, write or call now:

Tuflex Manufacturing Company
Post Office Box 13143
Port Everglades, Florida 33316
(305) 525-8815
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This superb representation of the symbol of our liberty and freedoms will add sweep and majesty to any location. Cast in imperishable bronze, it is equally suitable for college or university grounds, golf courses, public, industrial, or memorial parks. The imposing five-foot wingspread will command attention and remind all generations of our heritage.

Gorham's master craftsmen are internationally recognized and awarded. Gorham-cast statuary, tablets and plaques are to be found in countless cities and towns here and abroad. Mail the coupon for full-color literature and complete information.

Mr. John M. Crerar
Vice President, Marketing/Sales
National Marketing Office
Gorham Bronze
1666 K Street, N.W.—Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20006

Please send me full information about the Gorham Bronze Spirit of '76 Eagle.
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In the July 1978 issue of Weeds Trees & Turf we looked into some of the more critical areas of friction between landscape contractors and landscape architects. This month we've added a third party to the relationship, the nurseryman.

Lake County Ohio is an area east of Cleveland famous for its large nurseries. In this area members of the American Society of Landscape Architects, the Associated Landscape Contractors of America, the Lake County Nurserymen's Association, and the Ohio Landscape Contractors' Association, met in October for a panel discussion on estimating landscape construction.

Two men from each association participated in the panel moderated by this editor. Discussion covered the areas of installation out of season, availability of plant material after two hard winters and nursery streamlining by nurserymen. Remarks made by panel members and persons in the audience may have value to all landscape contractors, landscape architects and nurserymen.

### Out of season installation

Severe winters, late springs, and wet autumns the past two years have placed unusual limits on digging and planting times. Growers are under great pressure to dig during shorter springs and contractors find optimum planting time reduced to weeks. Occupancy regulations requiring landscape completion are forcing contractors to install and the growers to dig under less than optimum conditions, often in the summer. All these factors result in higher prices, the need for alternative plant material in specifications, and increased reliance on container material.

Tom Hill, T.W. Hill Co., Landscape Architect, Parma Heights, Ohio

"For summer installation, you have to be conscious of the need for irrigation and the availability of water at the job site. Provision in the specifications for the added cost of tanking water to newly planted or sodded areas is necessary in some instances.

"In the winter, you have more breakdowns in equipment and personnel. Efficiency drops. Handling earth, excavation, and drainage are all worsened. Things to watch for are replacing the soil and properly compacting it, and protection by mulching and complete wrapping to get the plant material through to spring.

"We maintain a cost data file and therefore can refer to costs of past jobs that are similar. Basically, the LA knows the catalog price for a given size landscape architects would like to see. Maybe a multiplier factor in estimating. This can work for or against contractors. A multiplier for a deciduous job results in overpricing of material. A multiplier on evergreen jobs results in underpricing. If we had a cost factor based upon ball size, we would have a more rational basis of planning costs."

Mike Deeter, Thomas H. Bonnell & Assoc., Landscape Architects, North Canton, Ohio

"We try to stress to clients that certain times of the year are best for particular planting. If a client wants to do planting out of recommended seasons, we notify him of problems involved. We also inform him that some type of maintenance program is necessary by the contractor at additional expense or the client will have to assume the burden of loss himself.

"As for estimating, we as an office don't consider any additional amount for out of season work. Granted there are more difficulties out of season, but we estimate it as a factor (two to three) times the wholesaler's price. If a client is not equipped to maintain a certain planting, we build it into the contract so that the contractor has 60 to 90 days to care for the material after installation."

Bill Hendricks, Lake County Nursery, Perry, Ohio

"Containerization has really changed the availability of plant material. This has made plant materials and the use of summer or out of season installation a big factor in the nursery and contractor industries. The only problem with containerized plants is that the plant material is not of the size landscape architects would like to see. Maybe a certain degree of change in sizes should be looked at for out of season installation. Much has been done, such as wilt proofing with summer digging, but it means additional cost."

Gail Ruckel, Warner Nursery, Willoughby Hills

"I think that almost any plant can be planted if it is dug at the right time. If a plant is dug out of dormancy, the price doubles. You can wilt proof, put it inside and under permanent mist. If the plant isn't dug at the proper time, it's going to cause problems all the way down the line. If the planting was not bid for out of season installation, I don't think contractors can afford to do it out of season."

Peter Knight, Knight & Staller Landscape Architects, Shaker Heights, Ohio (in audience)

"If the nurseryman is notified in advance of an August planting so that you can dig in the spring, is summer planting feasible?"

Bill Hendricks

"Any spring that I've ever been through is still 60 days short of what we need. How we can get August digging done when we can't get our April and May digging done, is a mystery to me."
Ed Connelly, Connelly Landscaping Co., Avon

"We buy extra material and ask if we can make substitutions. When we buy material in the spring we immediately chip it in. If it roots in the chips, we question whether or not to move it in August even though money is tied up on the job. We will wilt proof and move them most likely rather than tie up the money.

Secure your future with one of the nation's fastest growing industries. Perf-A-Lawn Corporation is now offering Franchises in your area.

WE OFFER:
- Computerized routing — Volume buying (no mark-up) — Continual technology back-up — Paid training

For complete information, call: RON WILSON
Perf-A-Lawn Corporation
127 Quick Road, New Carlisle, Ohio 45344
Phone: 513-845-3558
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"Often after the first frost, architects will call for an installation date within the week, when we aren't even on the nursery's schedule yet. To explain it is another 30 or 60 days away is very difficult. We try to cover this during our initial meetings with the client.

"We can't operate in just spring and fall, we've got a twelve month payroll to meet. We have a pretty good thing in containers. As far as the B&B trees go, the cost must go up to cover extra precautions."

Nick Panagopoulos, R.B. Stout Landscaping, Akron, Ohio

"We generally don't consider out of season while pricing since it's also hard to believe dates for installation in contracts. I bid the job the way it takes to get the job."

Dennis DiSanto, The DiSanto Companies, Cleveland, Ohio

"I think installation out of season is beneficial to all of us. We may not want to do it, but if we look at nine out of ten specs that are submitted to us by architects, they give dates. We know when a client comes to us and wants to open July 27, which means the landscaping must be in then, we are going to do everything in our power to have that landscaping in. This August we probably did more landscape installation than we have done in quite a few months.

"We have to adjust our thinking to please the client, but it has got to start with the landscape architect. There should be adjustment in pricing for summer installation, some variance in the guarantee, and some flexibility of plant material to be used.

"Handling material dug in the spring and planted in the summer is tricky since the plant is disturbed twice. Also, the major cause of plant failure is improper drainage, not out-of-season planting."

Harold Kuznick, petite Fleur Landscaping, Cleveland

"Our major problem has been with the general contractor not having the site prepared at the right time. Often the contractor will say he'll have the site ready for you in two days, and when you have the plant material delivered it's not ready."

Ed Losely, Herman Losely & Sons Nursery, Perry, Ohio (in audience)

"All three segments of the market are not professional enough to be the experts and tell the public that this is the time to do the work. When you say you can't do it, there is always some guy in the bushes who will do it in July. You should also consider, we lose alot of material sitting undisturbed in the nursery."

Availability of plant material

What architects would like to have and what nurserymen can provide at a reasonable cost often conflict. Nurserymen face higher taxes, labor problems, and unpredictable digging periods.
Now! The first complete, organic tree food for fast liquid application with 2-year residual. From the pros in tree care — DAVEY.

ARBOR-GREEN® is so different it’s patented. Yet it costs no more to use... lasts lots longer. You apply it yourself... quickly, easily.

A complete 30-10-7 formulation of ureaform (NITROFORM®) and monopotassium phosphate, ARBOR-GREEN is a fine powder that forms a suspension, not a solution, when mixed with water. It is a slow-release fertilizer with the lowest "burn potential" and lowest soluble "salt index" of any commercially available complete fertilizer.

SAVE TWO WAYS: (1) You realize 50% to 75% time saving over drill-hole method when you quickly inject Davey’s ARBOR-GREEN by hydraulic probe using standard spray equipment. (2) Fertilize less often, effective two-year residual provides efficient nitrogen throughout the growing seasons. And, you apply any time the ground is not frozen.

TRY A SAMPLE, FREE. Send coupon and get full details for direct purchase including introductory discount offers. For faster action, check your Yellow Pages for local Davey Representative or call ARBOR-GREEN, Davey Tree Expert Company at 216-673-9511.
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What appears in nursery catalogs may not be there when installation is held up by general contractors, or at least not at the same price. The contractor faces transportation charges if local nurseries run out of desired plant material. Finally, alternative plant material and sizes help the nurseryman deal with out of season demand. Slower growing specimen material is becoming uneconomical from the grower's standpoint since it ties up valuable space in the nursery.

Bill Hendricks

"The architect often does the design three to eighteen months in advance from catalogs. We publish a catalog for the purpose of selling out our stock and we often do. That should be understood by architects and contractors.

"Substitution has a bad connotation. The word alternative means the same thing but seems much more acceptable to clients.

"We're plant factories anymore. If we plant 1,-000, we want to harvest 999. Labor won't let us overplant. Because we are plant factories, what is available is limited. Those big four and five inch trees that architects love to work with are too expensive for us to grow. You have to start considering what we can grow for you. Insistence on large specimen plants will result in pricing your clients out of the market.

"Containers are taking over, but they are not giving you all the sizes you want. B&B materials and the problems they present often result in smaller sizes and alternatives."

"We can't afford to tie up the land for slow growing material. We can't afford to buy an extra 50 acres to let it set."

Gail Ruckel

"The demand for plants, especially larger size plants is tremendous. We can't grow enough for all the needs. You can't go by catalogs entirely.

"Architects should check the roots more than the caliper. Also, certain plants are better in containers than B&B, such as pyracantha and some of the hollies. When people check the catalog for availability, and then wait two months and ask for an odd ball type of plant, they will have a hard time finding it at the right size."

Ed Connelly

"We are trying to inventory plants in order to have them when we need them. It's a real hassle and it's not the best for the plant nor is it the most profitable. I try to estimate what the demand is going to be and then buy certain plants, like crab-apples. However, we are not nurserymen.

"I still like to see specimen plants. Some nurseries still try to provide them. Maybe size limita-
DERBY
Turf-Type Perennial Ryegrass

Setting a New Standard of Excellence

Derby is the dark green beauty which joined Manhattan and Pennfine on the "highly preferred list of ryegrasses." That was last year. Now Derby is setting a new standard of excellence.

In the eyes of many Golf Superintendents it reigns supreme among the turf-type ryegrasses today. Why? Because it performs! And a Superintendent knows that claims are great, but performance counts.

- Consistently performs better than other leading varieties from California to Florida
- Durable, dark green and has excellent mowing qualities
- Tolerates a variety of soils & responds rapidly to fertilization
- Germinates in a week (or even less) under ideal conditions
- Better-than-average heat and drought tolerance
- An adaptable and disease resistant cool-season turf grass
- An excellent record as a Southern winter grass
- Thrives when close-cut

INTERNATIONAL SEEDS, INC.
Dept. D • P.O. Box 168 • Halsey, Oregon 97348
(503) 369-2251 • TWX 510/590-0765
tions for specimen plants may help the nurseryman meet the demand profitably. And if architects specify a real specimen plant, they should be ready to help the contractor find it.”

Nick Panagopoulas

“I think it’s up to the nurseryman to select the specimen plant for the contractor and not try to shove off some bad material on him.”

Dennis DiSanto

“The architects today in doing what they consider a good job for the client are requesting larger specimen plants. The client should have an alternative. I think eventually the cost of larger plant material, the securing of it, and the cost of transportation are going to price the project completely out of the client’s desired budget.

“We lost a nice job this spring because we bid according to specifications. They required 500 nine to ten ft. tall hedge. We searched the country and found them in Connecticut, and we bid them. We lost the job because another fellow said he couldn’t find them and bid on smaller plants from a local nursery. The cost of transportation was nearly as much as the price of the material locally. We should have offered a bid on the specified job, and an alternative bid. Maybe it would behoove the architect to give the client as well as the contractor an alternative.”

Ed Losely in audience

“The nurseryman has to meet prices of nurseries that didn’t get hit as hard by the last two winters. The same plant may react differently in different winters. I think it may be because of seed source. Seed can come from almost anywhere. For northern Ohio seed should be collected from a northern source. Different seed lots come from different places in different years. You are never really sure that the seed is from a northern enough source to provide the desired winter hardiness.”

Mike Deeter

“When we first determine what we need in the way of plant material, we start calling contractors and nurserymen and review bid forms from past jobs. The architect has to make the phone calls. We contact state extension for information on winter kill and the success of certain plants in the area. The resources are out there. Availability of certain types of plants material is really the responsibility of the landscape architect.”

Reported by Bruce Shank, editor.
PRINCETON SAYS:
Our Tremendous Growth Continues

1978 has been the greatest year in our history. We at Princeton are both proud and grateful. Proud of our products...our growth...and our success. Grateful to you for your trust and your business. We are sod producers ourselves. Our unique experience and technical skill enabled us to tackle and solve the age-old problems of inefficiency...excessive, costly down-time...inadequate production and soaring labor costs. We revolutionized tradition with innovation.

Proud of Our Growth

• New plant expanded...additional 50%
Our new plant and office complex, completed just one year ago, has recently been expanded an additional 50% to meet our increasing production requirements.

• Production up...nearly 300%
Over-all production of major equipment line increased a tremendous 289% over 1977.

• Total Personnel up...over 400%
Keeping up with your demand isn't easy...but we're trying. This year alone Princeton has increased its staff an unbelievable 427%.

Prouder Yet of Our Equipment

The Princeton "Tow-Boy"

• 3 distinct models available
• Exclusive 2-minute hook-up capability
• Low price...high output
• 3 man crew (1 driver, 2 stackers)

The Princeton "Self-Propelled"

• 3 distinct models available
• Reduce costs & increase production — drastically
• 3 man crew (1 driver, 2 stackers)
• Unsurpassed manual production

The Princeton "Automatic"

• The Ultimate
• One man does it all
• Cuts, aerates, crosstie stacks & palletizes
• Save time, money and manhours

The E-2 Transplanter

• Save time, money & labor while planting. Later too! Can pay for itself — twice — in one season.
• From 2 in. pots to 8 ft. shade tree whips
• Perfectly spaced plants and rows for easier, more economical cultivation
• Now available in 2 & 3 Row Models

For additional information write or call collect:

Rodger Osborne  Sales Manager
955 W. Walnut Street
Canal Winchester, Ohio 43110
(614) 837-9096

The "New Concept" People
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Good News for the LAWN CARE INDUSTRY

After 4 years of tried & proven service in the mid-south, TORCO lawn spray units are now available nationally!

TORCO features:
- Designed & built to outlast second chassis.
- Low profile stainless steel tanks.
- Mechanical agitation — 7 paddles, 4 bearings.
- Jet sweep eliminates tank settlings.
- Easy access for pump and filter service.
- PTO driven — only two belts involved.
- Calibrated sight gauge — 18” leak-proof hatch.
- Unique heavy-duty, electric driven reel.
- Light weight hose — free wheeling pull-out.
- Metered gun with unique TORCO nozzle.

TF-300 300 Gal. capacity with 10-10 Bean turf pump
Skid mounted for 3/4 ton pick-up. Same TORCO features as TS-1250. (Self-contained engine.)

Build your profit for next year — order now for early delivery. Price protection on all orders received before Dec. 15.

TORCO's quality design and service record leads the lawn care industry. Longer, maintenance-free equipment life means less down time. MORE PROFIT for you.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL TOLL FREE
800/626-1818 or 502/366-1415 (collect in KY.)

TORCO EQUIPMENT COMPANY
207 Eiler Ave. Louisville, Ky. 40214

Distributors of Asplundh aerial baskets and chippers, RO digger-derricks, utility bodies, and fabricators of special allied equipment.

Industry News

Coated Seed from page 10

To be distributed under the name “Prill-On,” the company lists advantages of the new coated seed as improved germination (especially under dry conditions), healthier establishment due to nutrient impregnation, increased protection against fertilizer burn, insects and birds and easier application.

For further information, contact the company at Oseco, Inc., P.O. Box 219, Brampton, Ontario, Canada L6V 2L2, or call 416-457-5080.

RESEARCH

Texas' Beard studies oil spills on turf

Detergent proved most effective in enhancing bermudagrass recovery from motor oil, hydraulic fluid and brake fluid damage in a recent study of oil spills on turf conducted by Texas Agricultural Experiment Station turf researcher Dr. James Beard.

Petroleum spill damage on bermudagrass was studied to determine injury symptoms and subsequent recovery rates.

Five petroleum products commonly used in lawn maintenance equipment were applied and injury symptoms noted for gasoline, motor oil, hydraulic fluid, brake fluid and grease spills. Calcined fine clays (kitty litter), activated charcoal and detergent were applied within 20 minutes of each spill and evaluated as corrective agents.

Detergent improved recovery time about half as much as the eight to 10 weeks recovery time noted without corrective measures. None of the corrective treatments were effective on either the gasoline or grease-damaged turf. If petroleum spill is of high volume, turf and soil may need to be replaced.

Ohio Turfgrass Foundation President John Fitzgerald (r) recently presented the 1978 research donation of $16,500 to Ohio State University Associate Dean Ken Relisch (c) while Dr. Dave Martin, O.S.U. Extension Agronomist in Turf and OTF Executive Secretary, looks on. The $16,500 donation will be used for turfgrass research in Agronomy, Entomology, and Plant Pathology and brings OTF research donations to more than $170,000 since 1968.